
Paper Petition Details 

Opposed to the Occupancy of Sheds at 128 & 130 Shaggy Calf Lane

We the undersigned, owners of the properties listed below are collectively opposed to the
occupation of the back shed at 128 Shaggy Calf Lane & 130 Shaggy Calf Lane. The shed at 
128 Shaggy Calf Lane has been let out over approximately 1 year and as a result has made our 
life living hell, this is mainly due to the loud noises from the occupants partying to the early 
hours of the morning, excessive cars on the road & also the tenants blocking our driveways. 

As you are aware as a resident of this road the rubbish that is thrown out onto the main road 
and these two property owners expect SBC to clear this up at their expense. The planning 
application to convert 128 Shaggy Calf Lane shed to residential had been refused but as of yet 
SBC has yet to issue enforcement notices.

The shed at 130 Shaggy Calf Lane has also been refused planning permission and now we 
have been told that it has been over 4 years and nothing can be done when the original 
complaint of ownership was raised in August 2014 and proof can be provided, fictitious 
documents provided by the owner has benefitted the owner and we are left with putting up with 
the nuisance.

*Please note that 128 & 130 Shaggy Calf Lane houses are also let out which makes the car 
parking on a main road hell for residents and other road users during busy periods and while 
reversing out from our driveways . A once beautiful road has been turned into a chaotic area as 
a result of these two houses who have no regard for the law.

This petition was received on 4th December, 2018. 

This petition was passed to the Planning Enforcement Team Officer, 5th December, 2018. 

Final Results
Number of Signatures 14

Council Response 

To follow shortly.


